


http://www.bubbllz.com/  |  info@itbooms.com
g.thraskias@bubbllz.com
konstantios.batsiolas@gmail.com 
T. +30 6948171722 

Contact details

Company Profile
Founded 2014.

Co-founders : 
Konstantios Batsiolas - CEO 
Georgios Thraskias - CFO
Investor: National Bank of Greece
Winners of “Envolve competition”
Finalists at “The European tech Challenge”
Mobile and social media marketing Application and platform!

92% of consumers say they trust word of mouth and friends’ recommendations more than any form 
of advertising!
Bubbllz has created the tech-structure to post and get rewarded even in real time. Users post to 
social media through bubbllz app and get rewarded, businesses get advertised through their custom-
ers!  Users post! Everybody Wins!

“Users post! Everybody wins!”



info@citycrop.io
M: +30 6985127667  |  T: +44 07743531994
190 Syngrou Andrea Avenue, Kallithea, Attica, 17671 

Contact details

Company Profile
CityCrop is a system that automatically grows food and medicinal plants. We like to think of it as a 
beautiful mini fridge that stocks itself with high-quality food.
The CityCrop unit also takes care of automatic nutrient dosing, ph balancing, temperature control, 
humidity control, and odor neutralization. CityCrop is smartphone-controlled, so you can grow from 
anywhere.
We partner all of that with a beautiful design that allows CityCrop to fit perfectly in any home.
At CityCrop, we aim to make growing high-quality, pesticide-free cannabis, vegetables, and herbs 
easy for anyone and everyone, regardless of experience.

“Grow your own food at home with just a click of a button!”



Leonidas Stavropoulos
Head of Implementation  & Customer Accounts 

norbloc AB
M: +30697668113
norbloc.com  |  info@norbloc.com

Contact details

Company Profile
norbloc, was founded in 2016 and builds enterprise regulatory technology applications on blockchain 
platforms. Its flagship product, Fides, is a revolutionary KYC (‘Know – Your-Customer’) platform 
using an underlying technological structure founded on permissioned distributed ledgers (blockchain) 
and proprietary design distributed databases. Fides can achieve significant savings for participating 
financial institutions on their current cost – base, while also enormously enhances the customer 
service and experience offered to participants’ client base. Designed to digitize customer KYC profiles 
and simplify compliance process allowing GDPR compliant sharing of validated customer data and 
monetization on KYC services among financial institutions and market participants. 

“The premier blockchain KYC platform”



ORamaVR,

1. 5205 Prospect Rd, San Jose, Ca 95129, United States 
2. Science and Technology Park Of Crete, 
 100 N. Plastira Str., Heraklion, Greece

Tel: +1 (360) 339-4776  |  M: +30 6974968755
info@oramavr.com  |  www.oramavr.com

Contact details

Company Profile
The vision of ORamaVR (www.oramavr.com) is to transform medical education (knowledge) and 
training (skills) of surgeons, through innovative virtual reality simulation and skill transfer from the 
virtual to the real operating room, reducing errors and improving patient outcomes. To realize this, 
we have created our deep, unmatched proprietary, psychomotor, gamified and multiuser VR software 
platform. ORamaVR has been awarded in 2018 the prestigious FARE award, together with NYU, from 
the American Association of Hip and Knee Surgeons as well as the second prize in the 8th Innovation 
& Technology Competition organized by the National Bank of Greece.

“VR SOLUTION FOR SURGICAL REVOLUTION”



Asterios Kritikos 
aris@oviview.com  |  T: +30 2310 428610

General: 
T: +30 2310 428610  |  info@oviview.com
1A, Andrianoupoleos str. 551 33, 
Kalamaria, Thessaloniki, Greece

Contact details

Company Profile
Professionals are able to pre-screen applicants through customised video pitches before an actual 
interview. It eliminates costs, time and distances!
OVIVIEW -which stands for “Online Video Interview”- is a truly innovative platform that delivers both 
convenience and effectiveness into the recruiting routine that makes hiring simpler, convenient and 
more efficient. OVIVIEW offers the chance for easy and quick initial screening of candidates using 
cameras to record each interview while avoiding the need for simultaneous participation and making 
the whole interviewing process simpler, objective and more effective.

“OVIVIEW -HR Business Tool-”



info@plantbox.gr  |  www.plantbox.gr
Rethi, Korinthia, 20400, Greece

Contact details

Company Profile
Our innovated company, PlantBox, produce, grow, and distribute, high quality and aesthetically 
formed miniature trees and plants, attractively packaged for the retail market.
Combining family knowledge with modern horticultural methods, innovated techniques and ideas, 
we’ve used as a base  a tree with global symbolism, the Greek Olive Tree, and we’ve created 
a unique Plant attractively Boxed for the retail market.
Our plant can be delivered safely, fast, with low cost, to all over the world directly from Greece.
We aim to transform the retail plant sector, opening new opportunities outside the traditional channels.

“Gifts from Nature”



info@ridemind.gr, a.karaloulis@ridemind.gr  |  ridemind.gr
M: +306958469447
Veranzerou 5, Athens, Greece

Contact details

Company Profile
Ridemind is a MaaS company which operates the first online marketplace for peer-to-peer car 
sharing in Greece.
Ridemind’s vision is to push the envelope of shared mobility with the mission of improving quality of 
life in cites.
Starting with p2p car sharing in Greece and expanding to other car sharing and ridesharing services, 
taking advantage of the latest technology available, Ridemind will always be at the forefront of smart
mobility innovation.

“Real cars, great value”



General: 
info@spotlightpos.com  |  www.spotlightpos.com
www.spotfolio.app
Μ: +30 2103256600

Contact details

Company Profile
SpotlightPOS is a SaaS company, globally introducing a next generation end-to-end comprehensive 
cloud management ERP platform, specialised to offer operational & performance efficiency to the 
hospitality/entertainment industry businesses. Offering a wireless online & offline ordering service; 
Integrated Credit Card processing; Real time Sales, Warehouse & Inventory analytics; Profit and Loss 
analysis; Loyalty services; Room Charge Services; Handsfree Payments and Ticketing services; 
Spotfolio is a Lifestyle Wallet, keeping in “Spot” your favorite events, services & places, for cashless 
ticket purchases and check-ins, bar token purchases at concerts, delivery orders, table reservations, 
reward redemptions at SpotlightPOS enabled restaurants, bars and so on.

“The new way of cashless living”



office@tekmon.gr  |  www.tekmon.com
Τ: +302651048522
5 Karaoli & Dimitriou, Ioannina, 45332, Greece

Contact details

Company Profile
TEKMON is shaping the future of work by connecting deskless frontline workers, helping them work 
smarter boosting productivity, from daily operations to critical communications. Our mobile-first 
SaaS platform is designed to digitize common business processes and automate workflows with 
minimal set-up time and training. 
TEKMON is currently trusted by the workforce of leading organizations in Transportation, Warehous-
ing, Property Management and Retail.

“Automated collaboration for blue-collar teams”



 UoMRob  tics

Prof. Nikolaos Fachantidis
Researcher on design and development of social robots and their applications
nfachantidis@uom.edu.gr  | T: +30 2312315401 ext. 111  |  M: +30 6932643592

Apostolos Saroglou
Business Development and planning
Asar.robotics@uom.edu.gr  |  T: +30 2312315401 ext. 151  |  M: +30 6932626588

General: 
robotics@uom.gr  |  https://robotics.uom.gr/
156 Egnatia Street, GR-546 36 Thessaloniki, Greece

Contact details

Company Profile
The UoM Robotics Academy was founded in the vision to transfer the results of international research 
and emerging Robotics programs to society. The ultimate goals are to increase the applicability of 
social robots and to acquire learning in an experiential and playful way and inspire everlasting love 
for learning.
Our expertise on the multifactorial and cross-disciplinary nature of designing and developing social 
robots applications, coming from our academic and applied research record in the field, combined 
with our experience with actual prototypes in pilot or large-scale applications guides our efforts in 
the Educational and the Social Robotics.

“Unlocking our Mind”


